
t’s easy to discern a soldier’s prowess in his lithe, wiry frame. 
At 21, Sean Lally is brooding and perceptive, with impetuous 
eyes peering out from a boyish face. He ruminates on a year 
of military service with a dispirited humor. “My commanders 
said we were ready,” he confides with a sardonic grin. “I wanted 
to laugh. Half of my division had no body armor. Half had 
no armor on their vehicles.” His features soften. “The next 
day…we were given the go-ahead to go into Iraq.”

The grin is all Lally’s, but the words are the recollec-
tions of Army Chaplain Ivan Medina, one of 17 U.S. Iraq 
War veterans portrayed in In Conflict, the docudrama that’s 
matured from erstwhile college production to internation-
ally acclaimed Off-Broadway enterprise, running through 
November at New York City’s Culture Project. 

Adapted from Yvonne Latty’s book of the same name 
by director Doug Wager and the original cast—11 under-
graduate students at Philadelphia’s Temple University—In 
Conflict documents the chaos of wartime service in Iraq and 
proves, with unflinching specificity, that the return home is 
as bewildering as the enemy abroad. From vanishing veteran 
benefits and amputated limbs to a paroxysm of conflicting 
sentiment about U.S. involvement in the war, the produc-
tion challenges assumptions from all sides of the political 
spectrum about what patriotism, nationalism and “supporting 
the troops” really mean.

Amidst a barrage of images (from the photography of 
Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Jim MacMillan), music (by 
John Mellencamp, Kronos Quartet, the Decemberists) and 
U.S. Army recruitment videos, intimate testimonials provide a 
jarring and hyper-realistic look at this new generation of U.S. 

veterans. Marine Sergeant Sam White exudes an infectious 
hometown pride; National Guard Sergeant Kelly Dougherty 
channels increasing anti-war frustration into public protests. 
Army Captain Patrick Murphy (now a U.S. congressman) 
politely challenges government policy, while Army Pvt. First 
Class Herold Noel (now homeless) drowns trauma-induced 
nightmares in vodka and gin.

Despite its subject, Wager contends that In Conflict isn’t 
an anti-war play, or even a particularly political one. “It’s about 
people in war,” he asserts. “When you can connect on some 
level with the person in the uniform, you start to understand 
why they joined a volunteer army. They enlisted for altruistic 
and patriotic reasons. They believe in, and are protecting, 
the American dream. That’s something we can all relate to, 
whether you’re an armchair liberal or a neoconservative.” 

In 2006, Wager—a recent recruit to Temple after 25 
years at D.C.’s Arena Stage (7 as artistic director) and a 
subsequent film and television career—stumbled upon a 
newspaper article about Latty’s book. He was struck by two 
things: author Latty’s own emotional journey in gathering 
the interviews (“I became an emotional nurse in the lives of 
these vets,” she confided in a recent phone interview); and the 
wild diversity of the vets she’d chosen to represent—male, 
female, Caucasian, African-American, urban, rural, Hispanic, 
Native American, gay and straight—which reflected the pool 
of young actors Wager had just inherited. He was also encour-
aged by his past collaborations with Anna Deavere Smith, 
whose signature style of research-intensive, character-centric 
solo performance matched the presentational style Wager 
imagined for the project.
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The cast of In Conflict at Temple University in September 2007.
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Basic Training
University students channel veterans’ voices, 
and the pro theatre world takes notice
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If there’s a throughline to the produc-
tion, it’s Latty herself. Via recurring video 
segments between monologues, the New York 
journalist recounts her experiences collecting 
the interviews in 2005. Her presence forces 
an audience to bear witness—often uncom-
fortably, as in the harrowing description of 
her visit to the Walter Reed Army Medical 
Center: “If every American had to spend 
15 minutes in rehab at Walter Reed,” she 
confides, “there would never, ever be war.” 
Putting Latty’s journey on stage renders 
tangible the personal change effected through 
the act—and art—of storytelling.

BuT	THE	HEART	Of	THE	pROduCTION 
lives in the young actors—all recent gradu-
ates or current students of the university’s 
undergraduate theatre program—and the 
hauntingly delicate portrayals of what could 
be their shadow selves. Part of the magic of 
In Conflict—and part of the reason the Off-
Broadway run features all of the original 
cast members—is the chilling confluence 
of circumstance: The actors, like half of the 
U.S. military casualties in Iraq to date, are 
all under the age of 25.

After what Wager describes as an 
“unprecedented ensemble effort,” the sold-out 
12-night run on the university’s rough-and-
tumble urban campus stunned local critics 
and was extended for a week. Wager reached 
out to his professional contacts, encouraging 
would-be producers to visit Philadelphia. 
Months later, an invitation came from Long 
Wharf Theatre to present In Conflict for one 
January evening in concert with Smith’s latest 
production, Let Me Down Easy. Early spring 
brought two more phone calls: one from 
Assembly, the Edinburgh Fringe Festival 

production team that hosted The Exonerated in 
2005, intrigued by In Conflict’s compatibility 
with the growing popularity of “verbatim 
theatre” in the U.K.; and another from Allan 
Buchman, producing artistic director of the 
Culture Project, whose curiosity was piqued 
by favorable reviews and by longstanding 
professional relationships with Wager and 
Assembly. Buchman also had a history with 
the material; when a Connecticut high school 
production, Voices in Conflict (also based on 
Latty’s book, but unrelated to the Temple 
production), was banned by its local school 
board last year, the Culture Project hosted the 
students for a weekend performance. 

More prosaic than Judith Thompson’s 
Blackburn Prize–winning Palace of the End, 
and less adorned than National Theatre of 
Scotland’s Black Watch (see page 23), In Conflict 
trusts the power of personal encounter. We 
meet the veterans as Latty did: in bookstores 
and hospitals, at protest rallies and crowded 
bars. Like its stateside cohorts—Trinity Rep-
ertory Company of Rhode Island’s 2006 Boots 
on the Ground and the upcoming ReEntry 
at New Jersey’s Two River Theatre Com-
pany—In Conflict is rooted in the value of 
authentic experience. 

“The human side of sacrifice and service 
has nothing to do with political outcomes. 
Patriotism isn’t the territory of the red states 
or the blue ones,” Wager argues. “People want 
to politicize military service, but it’s a deeply 
personal issue.” It’s difficult to argue with 
Wager, who spent 18 months as a conscien-
tious objector to the Vietnam War (a choice 
that forced a painful split between Wager 
and his father, a World War II veteran) and 
whose directorial debuts included coffeehouse 
performances inspired by Jules Pfeiffer’s Vil-
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From left, ethan Haymes, Joy notoma and damon Williams in In Conflict at Temple University.
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lage Voice political cartoons and the anti-war 
musical Viet Rock.

Despite his professional hopes for the 
production, Wager’s goals were ultimately 
about consciousness-raising. “Everybody 
thinks they know what they think about the 
war,” he posits. “My goal is to bring in the 
audience member who is staunchly pro-war, 
or anti-war, and have them leave the theatre 
confused, asking questions about their own 
position.” 

INspIREd	By	sMITH’s	METHOdOlOgy,		

Wager and vocal coach Diane Gaary intro-
duced a rehearsal technique that Wager has 
dubbed “audio immersion”—an outside-in 
approach to character relying heavily on the 
more than 100 hours of audio recording from 
Latty’s interviews and what Gaary calls an 
artist’s “right-brained unconscious creative 
connections.” For the first 10 days of rehears-
als, the cast was guided through abstract vocal 
and movement drills and given practical edito-
rial assignments. With headphones stuck in 
their ears 24/7, listening to downloaded origi-
nal interviews, they unearthed the intricacies 
of the voices’ stuttering timbres and rhythms, 
sensitizing themselves to the smallest shifts 
in breath, inflection and emphasis. 

“Doug has a mantra,” confides 21-year-
old Damon Williams, who portrays Herold 
Noel and Marine Corporal Jamel Daniels with 
gravitas. “‘Sing the song of the character, and 
you’ll find the soul of the character.’” 

Find the soul. A tricky directive for any 
young actor, amplified by the pressure of 
proximity: Because of Latty’s East Coast 
roots, many of the veterans lived close enough 
to attend the campus production. “A lot of the 
cast joked, ‘What if they come and say, that’s 

not me! and walk away?’” Williams recalls. 
“That would have been heartbreaking.”

But the actors negotiate the produc-
tion’s rough emotional terrain with precision, 
immediacy and respect. “I catch myself calling 
Kelly ‘my character,’” recalls Amanda Holston 
(whose recording of Kelly Dougherty is on her 
iPod between Kelly Clarkson and the Kinks). 
“Then I remember that she’s a living human 
being. She’s still going through this.”

Half of the young actors have postponed 
graduation plans to go to Scotland and New 
York; the others are postponing life plans. 
All of them are irrevocably changed. “Did 
working on this show change my viewpoint 
on the war?” asks Williams. “Sure. It gave me 
a viewpoint on the war.”

Back in July, days before takeoff for 
Edinburgh, the rehearsal room was filled 
with palpable excitement and nervousness 
as Wager ran through some final notes. Sean 
Lally had left Ivan Medina’s military uniform 
and Mexican dialect behind; he was sitting 
on the floor in cutoff jeans and a ratty T-
shirt, texting flight information to a friend. 
The young co-eds were, at that moment, a 
less traumatic but accurate reflection of the 
U.S. vets they’ve inhabited, on the verge of 
a journey across the ocean with an indeter-
minate end. 

In the end, In Conflict offers no resolu-
tion. As in the lives of its veterans, there is no 
ending, no pardon or endorsement, no bless-
ing or condemnation—only proof of unwaver-
ing commitment, born of a desire to serve, to 
persevere, and to defend an unequivocal, if 
conflicting, notion of freedom.  

Krista	Apple	is	a	philadelphia-based	

actor,	writer	and	teaching	artist.

Sean lally in In Conflict at Temple University.
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